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Soil is our most valuable resource. It is the basic requirement 
for crop production, pasture management, forest growth, and engineering 
purposes. Regional and local soil differences have long been recognized 
and scientists have intensely studied the factors responsible. An inven-
tory and study of our soils resources is essential to better understand 
their formation, conservation, and use. 
The soil, beyond what can be seen on the surface, has properties 
which influence its moisture retention capacity and aeration, its abi-
lity to supply plant nutrients, and its other properties which can influ-
ence erosion. Basic information will lead to more efficient use of each 
soil type through the implementation of recommended practices. Recog-
nition must also be given to the conservation needs of each soil type 
(2). 
The objectives of this study were as follows: a) to provide infor-
mation on the properties of soil on river terrace systems; b) to extend 
knowledge on the morphology of the specific soils developed on the 
Cimarron River terrace system; c) to precisely define the characteris-
tics and genesis of these terrace soils; and d) to classify the modal 
soils of the Cimarron River terrace. 
1 
2 
The methods and procedures to be employed in meeting the objectives 
of this study have been extensively used in the field and in various 
soil laboratories. 
The project area was located in the southwest portion of Payne 
County, Oklahoma. It was bounded by the Cimarron River to the south, 
State highway 177 to the east, the RlW line to the west, and to the 





REVIEW OF LITERATURE 
Geology 
Early geologists have agreed that a major portion of the soil is 
composed of disintegrated rock. As such the soil of an area can at 
least be partially determined by the rock from which it formed (12). 
Oklahoma has had a geological history. There have been periods in 
which it was lifted, and other periods when it dropped below sea level. 
The type of deposits and their relation to one another reflect those 
periods. The principal rocks are sedimentary clay shales, siltstones, 
and sandstone. They were laid down in seas in Permian time and are 
commonly referred to as Permian Redbeds. These Redbeds are distinguished 
by the reddish color of the iron oxide in them which formed in the then 
arid climate. 
Along the Cimarron River, the Permian rocks are mantled by loose, 
loamy and sandy Quaternary deposits laid down in Pleistocene time (33). 
The Cimarron River Terrace System 
The Cimarron terrace system has been formed by the channel changes 
to lower elevations at various .times in the river's history which were 
brought about by sharp differences in the climate at those times (36). 
4 
5 
The river is the major source of sediments for the parent material 
of most of the soils on its terraces. These terrace-soil materials are 
Pleistocene alluvium (14, 16, 17, 19) which have been modified by wind 
(6). Galloway (17) described the geology of this terrace system as 
Quartenary deposits. 
The terrace system in the project area (3) is comprised of the Law-
rie Terrace, the Perkins Terrace, the Summit View Terrace, and the 
Paradise Terrace (Figure 2). 
The Paradise Terrace is the highest and the oldest terrace. Allu-
vial deposits beneath the terrace are thin (less than 8 m generally). 
It occurs at an elevation of about 52 m to 70 m above the river. The 
differences in the gradients are due to the differences in those of the 
river. 
The Summit View Terrace is the next to the oldest terrace. Its 
deposits are thicker than those of the Paradise and some sand dunes are 
found. It occurs between 42 m and 58 m above the Cimarron River. 
The Perkins Terrace lies from about 14 m to 26 m above the Cimarron 
River. Sand dunes are found here and this terrace can be traced on both 
sides of the river. Alluvial deposits are thin to thick (less than .3m 
to about 18 m). 
The Lawrie Terrace lies about 6 to 9 m above the river. It is the 
youngest terrace within the project area. It is sometimes difficult to 
distinguish from the floodplain because it lies very low and is adjacent 
to it. Alluvial deposits range from less than .3m to 12m thick. 
The Floodplain 
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predominant rocktype and broaden if it is shale. Floodplains are surfi-
cial features that are characterized by scars of meanders, ripple marks, 
and young sand dunes. They are primarily found on the north side of the 
river. 
Soil Associations of Terraces 
Soils developed on terraces are alluvial. The soil materials were 
deposited by the streams on former floodplains. They now lie well above 
overflow level and consist of sediments washed from the area to the west 
of the Permian Redbeds and from the Redbeds themselves (Figure 3) . 
Alluvial soils on the floodplains are composed largely of very fine 
sand, silt, and to a lesser extent, clay (11). Soils of the upland are 
derived principally from shales of the Permian Redbeds and from sand-
stones. 
Factors of Soil Formation 
Soils are three-dimensional, natural, living bodies which by reason 
of the complexity of their formation, have individual characteristics. 
The soil is the integral effect of climate and living organisms 
modifying the parent material on a particular topography over a period 
of time. 
S = f(PM, CL, O, R, T) 
The synthesis of different combinations of these will each produce 
a different soil (27, 29). These factors are the primary known variables 
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Figure 3. Block Diagram Illustrating Selected Soils of the Cimarron 




The parent material is that geologic material which can be converted 
by the other soil-forming factors to a soil body. The parent material 
does not have much effect on a mature soil due to the influence of the 
other soil-forming factors. 
The parent material of the soils studied is mainly alluvial depos-
its. The origin of the silty, loess-like material of soil on nearly 
level slopes is thought to be loess material deposited during the 
Pleistocene (34). 
Climate 
Climate, as a factor contributing to the process of soil formation, 
generally, is considered in terms of precipitation and temperature. 
Both these parameters control epimorphism (38). Directly, temperature 
and moisture furnish heat and water to react with the parent material. 
Indirectly, climate is responsible for the type of flora and fauna in 
an area, thus giving rise to horizon differentiation to a certain extent. 
The area in study is in an area that has a warm temperate sub-humid 
climate (33). Figures 4 and 5 show Oklahoma's average annual precipita-
tion zones and average annual precipitation index, respectively (19). 
Table I shows rainfall data for the Perkins Research Station which is 
near the project area (47). 
Organisms 
The lithosphere-atmosphere interface where organic materials in the 












Figure 4. Mean Annual Precipitation Zones and Potential Evapotranspiration Lines in 
Oklahoma. 
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MEAN TEMPERATURE AND PRECIPITATION BY MONTH 
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material. Biospheric process, in contributing to soil formation are 
enhanced by the vegetation and animals. They are so dependent on cli-
mate to utilize the passive factors in the continual process of soil 
formation (15). This dependence makes the isolation of biospheric 
effect very difficult. 
Generally, soils formed under grass have dark A1 horizons with high 
organic matter and base content. Forest soils have rather distinct 
horizons, are acid, and have accumulation of iron and aluminum in their 
subsoils. Payne County is in a transition belt between prairies and 
forest (11) but the soils and vegetation mostly suggest that it is more 
closely related to the prairies. There is, however, a forested belt 
along streams. 
Native vegetation is primarily grass, consisting of big bluestem 
(Andropogan gerardi), little bluestem (Andropogan scoparius), Indian-
grass (Sorghastrum nutans), and switchgrass (Panicum virgatum) (32) most 
of these have been replaced by wheat, which is the main crop. 
Topography 
The layout of a land area modifies the work of climatic forces in 
soil formation and these are a major control in local areas (5). 
Within a landscape of gentle topography, there are usually three 
types of sites, namely, residual, transportational, and depositional, 
as illustrated below (38). 
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Figure 6. Diagram Illustrating Types of Sites on a Landscape. 
Time 
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This is one of the most intimate and important factors in all pro-
cesses of soil formation. Soil age is measured from the moment the 
parent material emerges to be subjected to the other soil-forming fac-
tors. The soil then develops and advances towards maturity (37). The 
rate of soil development cannot be ascertained in terms of years since 
some soils are known to have formed very rapidly, while others have 
been very slow (8). 
The soils occurring on the terraces in the study area are of differ-
ent ages. The young soils are on the floodplain and the older soils 
15 
occur on the upland flats - the most stable landforms. It is expected, 
then, that there will be differences in their morphologies. 
Clay Mineralogy 
Clay mineralogy determination is essential in soils because clays 
influence the physical and chemical properties of soils. Most clays 
fall into three main types, namely kaolinite, montmorillonite, and 
hydrous mica (20). 
It was established by early investigators (21, 22) that each group 
of clay minerals have their characteristic diffraction lines, although 
some lines are common to all of the clay minerals. 
Molthan (35) noted that saturating clay samples with a divalent 
cation then completely solvating with ethylene glycol, montmorillonite 
basal spacings expand from 17 A to 17. 7A. Heated potassium samples tend 
to decompose kaolinite and other minerals in this series. Illite is 
found to be unaffected by any of the above treatments. 
Previous studies suggest that the major components of clay minerals 
in Central Oklahoma are montmorillonite and illite, which are the prin-
cipal constituents of the coarse clay (2.0-D.2 u) fraction and montmoril-
lonite in fine clay (<0.2 u) fraction (39). 
The presence or absence of a clay mineral in a soil is usually 
associated with the development and degree of weathering of the soil. 
The weathering sequence of clay size minerals has been developed by 
Jackson et al. (25, 46) (see Table II). Generally, dominance is exhibi-
ted by one or two clay minerals •at a certain stag£> of weathering. 
16 
TABLE II 
















*Jackson et al. (25) 
Clay-size Mineral Occurring at Various Stages 
of the Weathering Sequences 
Gypsum (also halite, etc.) 
Calcite (also dolomite, aragonite, etc.) 
Olivine-Hornblende (also diopside, etc.) 
Biotite (also glauconite, chlorite, antigorite, 
nontronite, etc.) 
Albite (also anorthite, microcline, stilbite, 
etc.) 
Quartz (also cristobalite, etc.) 
Illite (also muscovite, sericite, etc.) 
Hydrous mica - intermediates ("X") 
Montmorillonite (also beidellite, etc.) 
Kaolinite (also hayllosite, etc.) 
Gibbsite (also boehmite, etc.) 
Hematit~ (also goethite, limonite, etc.) 
Anatase (also rutile, ilmenite, corundum, etc.) 
CHAPTER III 
MATERIALS AND METHODS 
Field Methods 
On the different terrace levels, soil samples were collected from 
sites considered typical for each level. The choice of sites was aided 
by the use of stereoscopic techniques on aerial photos of the project 
area made in 1973. Soil scientists of the Payne County Soil Conserva-
tion Service, with considerable experience in the area, helped select 
typical soil profiles. 









AVERAGE ELEVATIONS OF TERRACE LEVELS ABOVE 
THE CIMARRON RIVER BED 
Level Average Elevation 
River Bed 
Floodplain (FP) 4 m 
Lawrie Terrace (T I) 8 m 
Perkins Terrace (T2) 21 m 
Summit View Terrace (T3) 55 m 
Paradise Terrace (T4) 69 m 
Upland (UP) 88 m 
17 
Above 
FP - Flood Plain 
Tl - Lawrie terrace 
T2 - Perkins terrace 
T3 - Summit View te'rrace 
T4 - Paradise terrace 









Samples were taken on the adjacent floodplain and upland to provide 
information on the overall soi.l development of thl' Cimarron River Ter-
race system. 
Field investigations were conducted using manual labor with spades 
and hand augers and a Bull coring machine mounted on a 1/2-ton pickup to 
obtain soil samples for field notes on soil characteristics. Procedures 
for collecting soils samples (44) were carefully followed. 
The colors of the soils were determined by comparing them with the 
color chips in the Munsell Color chart. The soils were moistened with 
a few drops of distilled water and their colors determined. 
Laboratory Procedures 
The soil samples collected were air-dried in the laboratory and 
ground to pass through a 2 mm sieve. Unground peds were used for par-
ticle size analysis. 
Physical Analysis 
Particle size analysis is intended to determine the proportions of 
the various particles of the soil. To effectively accomplish this pur-
pose, the sample has to be well dispersed; and all the cementing agents 
had to be removed. 
Forty grams of unground clods were placed in 250 ml centrifuge 
tubes. Calcium carbonate was removed from the soil by the addition of 
50 ml of 0. 5 N sodium acetate ;md boiled for one hour. The boiling pro-
cess was repeated and after cooling, the sample was centrifuged and the 
centrifugate was discarded. 
20 
Organic matter was destroyed by the gradual addition of 30% hydro-
gen peroxide until a bleached sample resulted. 
Soil dispersion was attained by shaking the sample in a sonic vibra-
tor for 10 minutes after which it was centrifuged and the centrifugate 
decanted. Distilled water was added and the process was repeated until 
the sample was completely dispersed (43). 
Gravel and sand subfractions were measured by 10, 20, 40, 60, 140, 
and 270 mesh sieves. Clay was determined by hydrometer (4) and silt 
was determined by subtracting those two portions from the whole. 
Chemical Analyses 
Organic matter was determined by the potassium dichromate procedure 
(40). The value for the organic carbon was thus obtained and the organic 
matter percentage was determined by multiplying the organic carbon per-
centage by 1. 72. 
Cation Exchange Capacity was determined by the sodium acetate 
method. Sodium acetate of pH 8.2 was used in saturating the sample fol-
lowed by washings with 95% ethanol. The sample was then leached with 
1 N ammonium acetate, pH 7. The total sodium in the extract was deter-
mined by the Atomic Absorption Spectrophotometer. 
Calcium, potassium, sodium, and magnesium were determined by leach-
ing the soil with ammonium acetate of pH 7, three times. Sodium and 
potassium were determined by the Atomic Absorption Spectrophotometer. 
The calcium and magnesium by the Versenate titration method (43). 
Base Saturation determination is by dividing the sum of the ammoni-
um acetate extractable bases by the sum of CEC. 
The Beckman pH meter with glass electrodes was used on 1:1 soil 
distilled water and 1:1 soil 1 N potassium chloride. 
Mineralogical Analyses 
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The silt and clay samples obtained from the particle size analysis 
after the sand fractions had been removed were each placed in a 2-liter 
bottle. Distilled water was added until a depth of 15 em was attained, 
the bottle shaken, and then left to stand. Stoke's law (24, 31) was 
applied to determine the time of settling of the silt particles after 
which the clay was repeatedly separated from the silt by siphoning until 
no more clay was left in the bottle. 
The clay samples were then separated into their coarse and fine 
fractions using the Sharples supercentrifuge. These fractions were each 
given the following treatments: a) saturation with calcium; b) calcium 
saturated samples on ceramic slides solvated with ethylene glycol; 
c) saturation with potassium; d) potassium saturated samples on slides 
heated to 550° C. 
X-ray diffraction patterns of the clays from an SPG 3 X-ray spec-
trometer were used to identify the clay minerals. 
CHAPTER IV 
RESULTS AND DISCUSSION 
Morphology and Physical Characteristics 
Soil development on the terrace levels of the Cimarron River have 
obviously been affected by the soil-forming factors, especially climate 
and time. Some soils on the sampling sites were within the range of 
established soil series (32). Figure 8 illustrates the profiles of the 
sampled soils. 
Floodplain Pedon 
The floodplain sample site was mapped with soils in the range of 
the Yahola series. The soil profile was described as follows: 
Location: 1007 meters South and 31 meters East of the Northwest 
corner of Section 13, Township 17N, Range 2E. 
Vegetation: Cultivated Field in Winter Wheat 
Slope: 0. 5% 
Elevation: 260 meters 
*Colors are for moist soils unless otherwise stated. 
Ap--0 to 20 em; strong brown (7.5 YR 4/6), fine sandy loam; weak 
fine granular structure; slightly hard, very friable; calcar-
eous, moderately alkaline, clear wavy boundary. 
' 
AC--20 to 64 em; yellowish red (5 YR 5/6), fine sandy loam; weak 
fine granular structure; slightly hard, very friable; calcar-




































A1 36 em. Perkins (T2) 
Bl 10 em. 
B2lt 20 em. 
B22t 30 Clll. 
83 25 em. 
c 61 em. 
Thickness 
Ap 20 em. 
Al 13 ern. Summit View (T3) 
Bl 13 em. 
D2lt 15 em. 
B22t 18 em. 




c 56 clil. 
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C2--64 to 91 em; reddish yellow (7.5 YR 7/6), loamy fine sand; 
single grain structure; loose, very friable; calcareous; 
moderately alkaline; gradual wavy boundary. 
24 
C3--91 to 112 em; reddish brown (5 YR 4/4), loamy fine sand; common 
fine strata of silt loam and very fine sandy loam; single grain 
structure; loose, very friable; calcareous; moderately alkaline; 
gradual wavy boundary. 
C4--112-173 em; yellowish red (5 YR 5/6), loamy fine sand; single 
grain structure; loose, very friable; calcareous; moderately 
alkaline; gradual wavy boundary. 
C5--173-183 em; reddish yellow (7.5 YR 7/6), fine sand; single grain 
structure; loose, very friable; calcareous; moderately alkaline. 
The result of the particle size distribution analysis for all the 
horizons in this pedon is given in Table IV. 
The particle size distribution curve (Figure 9) shows maximum sand 
and least clay and silt in the C2 horizon. Elsewhere, clay distribution 
is uniform. This is a relatively young soil and time, as a factor of 
soil formation, has had little or no influence on the parent material. 
The soil horizons, therefore, still depict the influence of the parent 
material. 
There is no significant change in the particle size distribution on 
a clay-free basis. 
The Lawrie Terrace Pedon 
The soil sample examined has been mapped with the Reinach series in 
the Soil Survey of Payne County ( 32). The soil profile was described as 
follows: 
Location: 702 meters South and 92 meters East of the Northwest 
corner of Section 15, Township 17N, Range lE. 
Vegetation: Winter Wheat 
Slope: 0.5% 
TABLE IV 
PHYSICAL AND CHEMICAL ANALYSES OF FLOODPLAIN PEDON 
FIELD SOIL lYPE: GADDY Fl~f S&~DY LCAM 
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1. lr1 17. 58 1.93 O.lr6 ".J2 J .~o 100.0 ~].4 
l. 15 2 2.. ~ l 2. 2 5 c. 46 ').J3 J.OC 1 J;) .J 95.6 
0.77 13.40 1 .29 0.14 0.02 J .'lC 1.iC.O 95.1 
o. f 4 23. EC 2.119 0.40 J .1 :> 'J.OO 103.0 'i1.1 
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o.:>o 30.07 1.77 o. 3) ') .2 2 ).)0 1)1).0 100.0 
------!AtiJ;_.SU!!EACILChL------
THTURE ::>21'1"1 tVCS tCS ~s tFS tVFS 
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s o.o 0.1 0 .t 9.? 67.6 13.8 
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St 0 .·J 0 .! "'.1 O.t> 11. l 42.7 
Sl C.1 0.1 1 .o 5.7 23 .b 4<).5 
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c.n 2'1.35 c.c& o.o11 1.s6 25.2J 
1.77 2.05 0.09 0.11 10.59 72.3/o 
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Figure 9. Particle Size Distribution of the Floodplain Pedon. 
N 
"' 
Elevation: 264 meters 
*Colors are for moist soils unless otherwise stated. 
Ap---0 to 18 em; dark brown (7.5 YR 3/2), fine sandy loam; weak 
medium granular struc:ture; slightly hard, very friable; 
neutral; clear smooth boundary. 
27 
A1---18 to 38 em; dark brown (7.5 YR 3/2), fine sandy loam; moder-
ate medium granular structure; slightly hard, very friable; 
slightly acid; gradual smooth boundary. 
B21--38 to 91 em; dark reddish brown (5 YR 3/3), fine sandy loam; 
weak fine _granular structure; slightly hard, very friable; 
neutral, clear smooth boundary. 
B22--91 to 127 em; reddish brown (5 YR 4/4), silt loam; weak fine 
granular structure; hard, very friable; moderately alkaline; 
gradual smooth boundary. 
B23--127 to 152 em; yellO\vish red (5 YR 4/6), silt loam; weak fine 
granular structure; hard, very friable; moderately alkaline; 
clear smooth boundary.· 
C----152 to 183 em; yellowish red (5 YR 5/6), loamy very fine sand, 
massive; slightly ha1·d, Vl~ry friable; calcareous; moderately 
alkaline. 
Results are shown in Tablt· V and Figure 10. Silt and clay fractions 
are small compared to the sand fraction. Both fractions tend to decrease 
with depth except in the B22 horizo11 where they increase sharpLy and 
clay is at a maximum. Silt shows an increasing trend with depth. Sand 
is at a maximum in the B21 horizon md it is mainly fine sand and this 
is attributed to aeolian deposits (3). The high clay content i_n the B23 
horizon must have been derived from the parent material of a different 
age. 
The Perkins Terrace Pedon 
The pedon was sampled froT'I an 1rea which had earlier been mapped 
with the Teller loam series in the l'ayne County soil survey. The soi 1 
was described as follows: 
TABLE V 
PHYSICAL AND CHEMICAL ANALYSES OF LAWRIE TERRACE PEDON 
FIELI'! SCIL TYPE: REINA( .. FINE SANOY LOAM. 
LCOllC": Zl'J:)' S AI\IO 300' E CF THE NORTHWEST COR'IR OF SEC. 15, 117~, R 
Pl\1\f C Cll\ 1 h OKL AHC"f.• 
Sl"?lERS: J. HNLEY AND S. Df.'O"I· 
FRCFtlE DE~C~IPTICN: 
~A~PLE 1\U~SER HCRIZ1N DEPlh THCKNESS COLOR I HI TEXTURE STRUCTURE CONSISTENCE MOTTLEO 
ca.JR~ 
I CM .I ICM .I 
fC-CI<-t-0- 2- 1 AP o- 1s 18 
e~-~K-6C- 2- 2 A12 
P1-C~-60- ~- 3 821 
EC-C~-6(- 2· 4 ~22 
'0-C~-6C- i- 5 P23 
e::l-CI<-6::l- 2- ~ c 
18- 38 2<:' 
(hfl' ICAL tAlA: 
SA IIPLE 1\11"~ ER 
P1- C ~ -6 Q- 2- 1 
EC-C•-tC- 2- 2 
e.:-cK-H- 2- 3 
tc-n-6c- 2- ,. 
t:-r~-f:~- 2- ~ 
1-"~-CK-60- 2- b 
F•nstr AL c n u 
SA"PLE N"'4EfR 
t.>CK-6C- 2• 1 
f~-""1<.-bC- 2- 2 
.~.:'-;k-6~- 2- 3 
€~-c~-H- i- ,. 
Ec-r'(-tc- ~- 5 
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Location: 763 meters East and 61 meters South of the Northwest 
corner of Section 6, Township 17N, Range 2E. 
Vegetation: Alfalfa 
Slope: 0,5% 
Elevation: 278 meters 
*Colors are for moist soil unless otherwise stated. 
A1----0 to 36 em; dark reddish brown (5 YR 3/3), loam; weak fine 
granular structure; slightly hard, very friable; medium acid; 
clear smooth boundary. 
81----36 to 46 em; dark reddish brown (5 YR 3/3) loam; moderate 
fine subangular blocky structure; slightly hard, very friable; 
slightly acid; clear smooth boundary. 
B2lt--46 to 66 em; reddish brown (5 YR 4/4) clay loam; dark reddish 
brown (5 YR 3/4) ped faces; moderate coarse prismatic struc-
ture breaking to moderate medium subangular blocky structure; 
thin, near continuous clay film on ped faces; very hard, firm; 
neutral, gradual smooth boundary. 
B22t--66 to 97 em; brown ( 7. 5 YR 4/ 4) clay loam; moderate coarse 
prismatic structure breaking to moderate medium subangular 
blocky structure; thin, near continuous clay film on ped 
faces; very hard, firm; mildly alkaline; gradual smooth 
boundary. 
83----97 to 122 em; strong brown (7.5 YR 4/6) sandy clay loam; weak 
coarse prismatic structure; few, thin patchy clay film on 
ped faces; very hard, friable; mildly alkaline; gradual 
smooth boundary. 
C-----122 to 183 em; strong brown (7.5 YR 5/6) fine sandy loam; 
massive; very hard, friable; mildly alkaline. 
Results of this analysis are shown in Table VI and Figure 11. 
The clay fraction increases in the B2t horizons and decreases with 
depth. This distribution shows that soil development has started. The 
decrease in the silt fraction in those horizons where the clay fraction 
increases indicates the probable weathering of this fraction to clay. 
' 
The sand size particle is dominated by the fine size which is nearly 
constant with depth. Compared to the soil on the Lawrie Terrace, it has 
TABLE VI 
PHYSICAL AND CHEMICAL ANALYSES OF PERKINS TERRACE PEDON 
FIELD SCIL l~PE: TEllER lCA~ 
LCCAT!Oh: 2~0)' E AN~ 20J' S OF THE NW CORNER OF SEC o 6o T17No R2E. 
PA~~E CCUNTY, CKlA~C•A. 
~A~PlER!: Jl~ HE~lEY. 
FRCfllE CfSCRIPTION: 
SA ~P lE ~l:~PH HCRillN CEP Tl- TI<ICKfliFSS CCLOR I I' I TEXTURE !TI<LCTlRE CONSISTHCE r-CTTLEC CCLORS 
I Cl'! .I IC'4.l 
f0-(1<-6(- l- 1 Al o- 36 36 
tC-CI0:-6(- 3- 2 81 3b- lob 10 
tO -CK-H- 3· 3 8 21 T 4~- 66 2J 
I'J-CK-6J· 3· 4 822T 66- 97 31 
H-OK-6C- 3- 5 
'" 
<H-122 25 
dJ-CK-60- 3- 6 c 12<-183 61 
r><fi'IC'Il (ITA: o\NAl'tST: C~YC" 
_ _f~.l.l.l __ 
~HPlE H"l'fR t<2C Hl CH 
FJ-CK-H- 3· 1 6.1 S.J 11.0 
RO·C~-60- 3· 2 f, .? 5 • .? 12.8 
fC-o~C- t c- 3- 3 6.4 5,4 15 -~ 
ao -oc-6o- 3- 4 6.7 5.~ 16. e 
FC-CIC-6C- 3 • 5 boll 5.7 11 .9 
e~-rK-6C- ~- 6 6. s 5.7 11 .2 
FHHICIL [IT U lNJlYST: CAYCM 
SA"Pl£ "'L'"HR 'CSAND 2SllT :!:CLAY 
E::l·C~-6C· 3· 1 44 .o Ja.e 11.2 
H-CI(- f ~- :;- 2 H.4 ~7.! 1Q.3 
A.:>·Cit.-6~· !· 3 !7 .B 37.! 2~. 9 
~~-C'k-6':'- 3. 4 43.6 32.1 24.3 
E':-C~- 6C- ?- 5 SZ.6 2 8. J 18.7 





EC-C'K-bC- C !- 3 
e:J -c~ -60-:!3- 4 
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Sl:" Of CAT, ... 0 "'G !(. NA AL N~AC 
4.36 5. t 4 5,44 '). 2~ (} ,')7 1 .JC 10C. .•J 12.4 
5.CO ~. EC ~. 4 7 c. #'l :>. ) 7 'l.OJ I J J ·' 73.1 
5.39 8.57 7.17 J. :;~ 1),1)7 :>.00 1JC.O 75. ~ 
lt.75 e. ~~ e. 7e c. 24 O,JA I) ,0() 100 .o 1£,1 
3.59 5. ~6 7. 37 c. 21 ',),01! ·J.OO 1 '.JC.•J 7e •. 5 
3 .z 1 4. 7E 7.46 0.77 ',) .)7 :J.oo lOC .0 Jc;, 7 
______ !t;tliL.S!.'fE.RAI:Il.t:tl.!i ________ 
TEXTU~E 02~~ t~CS tCS t~S tFS 2VFS 
l c.o c .1 ~- 1 5. 5 25.6 12.5 
l 0 .o 0.1 0.1 5.0 24.7 13.5 
l ',).I c.z .).l 6.b 20 .o 1),7 
L ·J • I c. 1 c. 2 7. 9 2 5.4 1).0 
Sl 0.) 0 .1 ·) .1 q,o 31.4 12. I 
SL c. c C.1 C.l 13.4 21 .o 12.6 
--------U!LEh.EE-f!Bllllf..S.lZ.L.DJUB.l.IIUI.lO!t----....,---· 
ESP SILT IICS CS MS FS 
o.t~ 46.a5 o.u 0.14 6.t! H.2o 
o. ~5 46,25 c. CO!> 0.19 6.15 30.64 
0.47 49,63 0.30 0.35 11.75 26.67 
0.47 42.41 o. 13 0.23 10.38 !3.62 
O.M 35,28 C. (6 0.18 11.0~ ?8.60 
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lesser percentage of sand size particles but a greater silt distribution 
probably due to the stratified nature of the alluvial sediments. 
This pedon exhibits more soil development than that on the Lawrie 
Terrace. 
The Summit Viet.r Terrace Pedon 
The sample site for this pedon is mapped within the Vanoss fine 
sandy loam series in the Payne County Soil Survey. The soil profile was 
described as follows: 
Location: 900 meters East and 519 meters South of the Northwest 
corner of Section 35, Township 18N, Range IE 
Vegetation: Winter Wheat 
Slope: 0.5% 
Elevation: 311 meters 
*Colors are for moist soils unless otherwise stated. 
Ap----0 to 20 em; dark brown (10 YR 3/3) fine sandy loam; weak fine 
~ranular structure; slightly hard, very friable; mildly alka-
line; clear smooth boundary. 
A1----20 to 33 em; very dark greyish brown (10 YR 3/2) loam; moder-
ate medium granular structure; slightly hard, very friable; 
mildly alkaline; gradual smooth boundary• 
B1----33 to 46 em; dark brown (7.5 YR 3/4) loam; moderate medium 
and fine subangular blocky structure; slightly hard, very 
friable; neutral; clear smooth boundary. 
B21t--46 to 61 em; dark brown (7.5 YR 3/4) clay loam; moderate 
medium subangular blocky structure; very hard, firm; thin 
patchy clay film on ped faces; slightly acid; gradual smooth 
boundary. 
B22t--61 to 79 em; brown. (7. 5 YR 4/ 4) clay loam; weak coarse pris-
matic structure breaking to moderate medium subangular blocky 
structure; very hard, firm; thin, near continuous clay film 
on ped faces; neutral; gradual smooth boundary. 
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B23t--79 to 97 ern; strong brown (7.5 YR 5/6) clay loam; weak coarse 
prismatic structure breaking to moderate medium subangular 
blocky structure; very hard, firm; thin near continuous clay 
film on ped faces; neutral; clear smooth boundary . 
. B3----97 to 127 ern; yellowish brown (10 YR 5/8) fine sandy loam; 
weak coarse prismatic structure; many fine distinct strong 
brown (7.5 YR 5/6) and very pale brown (10 YR 7/3) mottles; 
very hard, friable; few thin patchy clay film on ped faces; 
neutral; clear smooth boundary. 
C-----127 to 183 ern; yellowish brown (10 YR 5/8) sandy loam; mas-
sive; very hard, friable; neutral. 
These are shown in Table VII and Figure 12. Results show that clay 
distribution shows a distinct increase with depth thus forming an argil-
lie horizon which is thicker than that in the preceding terrace levels. 
Silt distribution in the argillic horizon is not higher than that on the 
Perkins Terrace. Its distribution shows a higher percentage in the upper 
part of the profile. The sand size fractions dominated by the fine size 
increases with depth except for the sharp break where the clay fraction 
is maxi mum. 
The more distinctive clay bulge illustrated by Figure 12 indicates 
a greater degree of soil development. 
The Paradise Terrace Pedon 
The pedon from this terrace level was sampled from a site regarded 
as having soils in the Pond Creek series on the Soil Survey of Payne 
County. The profile description was as follows: 
Location: 366 meters East and 92 meters North of the Southwest 
corner of Section 27, Township 18N, Range 1E 
Vegetation: Winter Wheat 
Slope: 0.5% 
Elevation: 325 meters 
TABLE VII 
PHYSICAL AND CHEMICAL ANALYSES OF SUMMIT VIEW TERRACE PEDON 
FIElC SC!l TYPE: VA\OSS FINE ~ANOY LO~~ 
LCCATIC~: 295J' E AH 17CJ' S OF TH ~w CORNER ')F SEC.3~e118N, R1E. 
PA\!I.E CCUNlY, CKL~I"C~A. 
SA~PlE~~~ J o ~ENL EY A!'IO S. CHCI''. 
fO(FilE DE~CPIPTIC~: 
~A~PLE ._t;I'PE~ HC'll UN OE F lH THCtc.NESS CCLCR 11'1 TEH:JR E STRUCTURE C::lNS!STENCF. '40TlLrD C OLOP S 
I C!'. I (, ... I 
EC:-CK-6C- ~- 1 AP c- 2J 20 IJYR3/3 SL lFGR I'VFR 
f)-':K-t:C- ~- 2 AI 2 )- 33 13 !JYR)/2 L 2 fo<G~ 'lt~ r.::t 
SJ-CK-6)- 4- 3 81 33- ~~~ t3 1. 5~~ 3/4 L 2 ~ ~!! K-?F SBK I"VFR 
fC-rK- 6 c- ~- 4 821 T 46- Ill 15 7.5Y~ l/4 CL ? ,..S ~K "Fl 
E:l-CK-6C- 4- 5 !1221 t:l- 7q 18 1.~~~4/4 Cl 1 (PR-Z~SIJK '1FI 
so-o~-6J- .,_5o f\23T 7q- q7 11l 1.~Y:<5/() :L !CPP-2"S'lK "f I 
te-rK-6C- ~- 1 83 <;7-127 30 !1YR5/e SL 1 (I>~ ~FR 
Sj-r~-6J- ,_ a c 127-!EJ 5~ lCTR~/€ SL I" I'Fk 
Cl-iE"ICAl CAU: .\NllYSTI CAH>' 
_;__l!.t.lil __ 
_________ fzlaA~Aalf_,All~~s~_!E~Llll-'~~------
___ .!!!A.:i.L~A ll •a_,~.u::l!~-
___ J 
J'.~:. 
~A •P l E ~\J~~ER H2C KCL CFC 1- Cl I'.G K NA AL 'l~AC. \'J" OF c.ar. 0!<4 TC.fAl 
f,-!:'K-6)- ~- 1 6 •. ) ~ ... 6.7 ~. !:~ ;. f: 1 !.52 o. ~s :) .)Z ).00 12.3 15 7 .s 1.09 li It 
EC-C~-6C- ,_ 2 6o't 5.~ 10 .o 3.21 
"· 7C 1. 52 c. 78 o •. )t, ').00 65.2 f,7.1 1.1)1 l'i l fC-'"11-l:C- ,_ 3 "· ~' 5 ... II • I> 3.5q 5.h9 1 .8 5 ·). 2S 0 .')4 1).00 I> 7.6 U.l> 1.27 PI ~ 
e:l-CK-6C- 4- 4 6.5 ! • ; 13.7 It. ~t t:. ~I 2. 1 ~ (. 2 5 :::. ·)'; ~.C(\ () 7 .o ~7.~ 1 .? ~ 'f ~ 
f:-~~-6C- •- 5 5.8 4.~ lZ. 7 6. I~ 9. 1 ~ ~.97 c. ~ 'j J.l-, o.oo 66 •• 71 .7 1 .)5 l'i ~ 
ec-r~-t:~- 4- 6 5,CC 4 • 7 n .1 6.J~ 
"· 4 ~ ~> .t e ').35 1 • 1-J ) .')0 , f. 5 71.5 0.76 "' It PC'-0-6C- 4- 7 6 .J 4 • ti II • 9 :?.21 4. 4 ~ ). sc c. ?C ). 0 ~ J.OJ 6~.J 72.J 0 .z 1 l'i 
fC-t:K-t:C- 4- d 6.3 4.S 5 .a !.54 2.43 1 .'IC 
''· 13 
0.06 'J • ·JO 1e.o 74.6 0.19 'I 
PH~S !( AL CH/l: ANALYST: OAYCM ---------S~t:~c_~·J;ERll!:l!Q~L------
~HPLE ~t·• f E ~ r SA~ r tS Ill !CLAY TEXTU ~E '1:>2MH tiiCS ~( s ""S :!:FS ;vFS 
~·J-~K-t•~- t.- 1 SZ.<~ J 5. f lt. 3 S!.. c.·:: 0 o1 ':t .6 10. 5 3').2 11. 4 
eJ-rt<-6C- 4- 2 51.1 ? 5. 1 1 ~. 8 L c. c C.1 C. I> 10.9 29.6 1 J .9 
~C-~K-H- ~- 3 .. a. A 32 .·7 19.4 L ') .o . 0 .1 0.7 1:'. 1 2 7.2 1 ~. 7 
~C-~K-6::'- 4- .. 44.4 3~.t 4:2.0 L ').C' J .t 0 .8 9.1 25 .J <),4 
c.:-r:•:-6·:- :..- 5 34.R 29.t: 35.7 CL o.o C.l C.'> 9.1 I~ .I! 6 .I 
<:-"~-t c- 4- 6 49. 1 21.~ 2'1.4 SCL ) .') 0.1 1).9 15. 1 25.7 7. 3 
~) -::~-6~- 4- 7 t: 4 ·" 16.! 1q.e SL o.) C.l 1 .4 19.5 34olt 8.9 eJ~rK-6\:- ~- a 1b. 3 13 .t: 1J.J SL o.o ~.1 !.9 23.9 41.() 9.4 
I'IITHPRETIV! CALCULATIONS: 
---------U.A.Lf.B.f.E_.e.ABlltl..LSlll_!ll.U3ilJJl.,W;__ 
SA""LE "''"f!'l.: CA/'IG CEC /Cl<H ESP SILT 'wCS cs I'S FS YFS 
EO-C~-6C-:4- 1 l.Q 5 ~c; ... e 0. 2'7 . ~J.3f 
'· c 7 o. 73 1 t.e5 3 ... 10 12.1!8 EC-CK-1-C-: ,_ 2 3. :a• 72.63 0. JS 40 .~8 o.c~> o. 7l 12.1:3 33.2 .. 12.~9 
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EC-CK-t':-(4- 4 2.72 ~2 .29 0. 3A It 3. C6 c. ll C.98 11. 1~ 32.10 12 .J 1 
c~-r:~-e:-c4- 5 1 • r, 3 0.1>7 c.t.7 45. ~4 0.12 1 .J I 14. 17 2CJ.Z7 9. 5? 
~~-c~-6,_,.,_ 6 l.' 7 1S.)1 C.41t 3C.4! c. 12 1o 3 5 21 .34 31> ... o 10.31 
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Figure 12. Particle Size Distribution of the Summit View Terrace Pedon. w 
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*Colors are for moist soils unless otherwise stated. 
Ap----0 to 25 em; dark reddish brown (5 YR 3/3) silt loam; weak 
fine granular structure; slightly hard, very friable; slightly 
acid; clear smooth boundary. 
B2----25 to 36 em; dark reddish brown (5 YR 3/3) silt loam; weak 
medium subangular blocky structure; hard, very friable; 
neutral; clear smooth boundary. 
B2lt--36 to 61 em; brown (7.5 YR 4/4) clay loam; moderate medium, 
subangular structure; hard, friable; thin, near continuous 
clay film on ped faces; neutral; clear smooth boundary. 
B22t--61 to 79 em; brown (7.5 YR 4/4) clay loam; moderate medium 
and coarse subangular blocky structure; hard, firm, thin near 
continuous clay film on ped faces; neutral; gradual smooth 
boundary. 
B23t--79 to 102 em; strong brown (7 .5 YR 5/8) sandy clay loam; 
moderate coarse prismatic structure; very hard, firm; common 
thin patchy clay film on ped faces; neutral; clear smooth 
boundary. 
B3----102 to 152 em; strong brown (7.5 YR 5/8) fine sandy loam; 
weak coarse prismatic structure; very hard, friable; mildly 
alkaline; gradual smooth boundary. 
C1----152 to 168 em; reddish yellow (7.5 YR 6/6) fine sandy loam; 
massive; very hard, friable; mildly alkaline; gradual smooth 
boundary. 
C2----168 to 193 em; strong brown (7.5 YR 5/8) fine sandy loam; 
massive; very hard, friable; mildly alkaline; gradual smooth 
boundary. 
Table VIII and Figure 13 show the results. 
The formation of an argillic horizon is distinct. This is even 
thicker than that of the Summit View Terrace, implying that soil develop-
ment is more advanced. Silt particles show a steady decline with depth 
while sand size particles, mainly the medium and fine fractions, 
increase with depth. 
The Upland Pedon 
The sample site was within the Stoneburg loam series in the Payne 
TABLE VIII 
PHYSICAL AND CHEMICAL ANALYSES OF PARADISE TERRACE PEDON 
FIELO SCil HPE: VA~OSS ~ll T LCAN 
LCCATIOI\i: 12·)~' EAST UIO 3C·.:l' NCR.TH OF HIE So CORNER CF SEC.27, Tl8N, P1 
PA'Y"f CCUNTY, rKLA~CI'A. 
~A~PLER~: J. HE~LEY A~O ~. CA'YC~. 
JPCfll£ CESCAIPT ICN: 
~A~ PIE ~IJ!IOI!H HCR IZGN CEPJI- T I'ICKI\ESS COLCP I" I TEXTURE ~lRLCTLR.E COI\SI HENCE ~CTTL EC COLOkS 
I C M .I IC "'·' eo-o-6c- s- 1 AP o- 25 L! !'1'13/3 SIL 1 FGR MVFR 
EC-!'K-H- ~- 2 B1 25- 36 11 5Y!U/3 SIL 1 ~s eK "'VF P 
FC -CK-~C- ~- 3 RHT 3b- H 25 l.5YR4H Cl 2 ~s ~I< MFR 
80-!:1<-6l- 5- 4 BUT 61- 79 18 l.~Y"-4/4 :L 2~SPI<-2CSAK I'F I 
te-0K·H- ~- 5 0211 79-102 23 1 .5 Y R5/8 S CL 2 CPR 'IF~ 
tlo-n-6o- 5· 6 83 1:>2-152 50 7.~Y'l5/!l SL 1 CPP "'fP 
EO-rK-6C• 5• 1 C1 1~2-168 lb 7 .'jV,06/6 SL 
" 
"FR 
eJ-CK·6C- !· 8 (2 168-193 25 7.5 y ·~ /8 SL M 'IFR 
CH~ICAl [IU: ANHYST: [H(M 
___ !:~.l.i..l_ ---------!~IBA~tfLf_CAll0~5L.~f~LlOl~5------ ---l'l~!iE..BlUB!l.i.C.~ 
---' !t HLE ~~~~FEF ... 2'~ K fl r.FC 
"' 
fA p·~; I< til .n 1\•~c 5l1 ., Cf ClT. CO! 
fC·CK·6C- !- 1 5.~ 4 -·~ 9.7 4 .2C 4 .12 1.19 1). 34 ~.\)4 o.oo 5 e .s 51.6 1.22 
6J·CI<·b0· ~- 2 ().) 4. 1 13.5 lt.Q! ~. t ~ 2. 02 c. 24 ).04 o.oo 5<;.2 r, I. 7 1.2Z 
fJ-rK-f;(• !• 3 6 •. J 4 .'l 17 .3 lo.CJ~ 7. 7'l 4.JC C.2S J.')b J.oo 7 c .o 71 .o 0.91 
e~-n.-t':- ~- "' 6.1 4 .P 19.5 "· ~~ e. ~ 2 5.5 6 0.2'l ') .o 1 ') .1)0 7<.9 U.7 o.n 
E1·CK-6.i· 5· 5 ().2 4 .8 14 .6 3.2~ ~. ~:? 3. 8~ c. 27 o. :n J.OO 6S .3 75.6 0 ..... 
e:-r~-~c- ~- 6 f.3 4.5 q .3 1 .I>'~ 3.7!> 2 .2 2 o. 20 •J.Ob 'l.OO 6 7. 3 79.3 0 .l7 
FO·CK-60· 5- 7 6.4 5.1 'i.Z o. f 8 2. <7 1 .sz ').14 J -~ 7 J .1)0 71.1 es.5 0.18 
EC-n-6 )• 5 • 8 6.5 5.J 7 • 3 2.0~ 2.H 1. 'l" c. 16 ~. OA o.cc 6'i .J 71.4. 0.23 
P"'YSICAL DAlA: A>HLYST: ClY("' ________ SA".J.LrufElAC.I.D.~S--------
St~DLE ~'J•£EP tS ~~. c 2S IL T tt:LAY lE XTL'U -: )£ ....... •ncs 'l:( s %"5 'r.FS tV FS 
! (·':K- 6C- S· 1 43.9 "~-6 12.5 l 0 .o 0 .1 1\.4 14.6 1 9. 5 9. 2 
•0·(1<-6:)· S· 2 42.4 3'i.E I 7. 8 L o.~ 0.1 !).r; 13.4 1 7. 7 10 .I> 
E~·CK·6C- S • 3 36.6 38 .5 24.9 L o.o C.1 C.6 ll.'J 1 8.1 6.8 
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tc-n-~c- ~- 6 75. s 1 3 • e 10.7 SL o.o c .l 1.1 35.8 31.4 7. 1 
E-J·CK-6·:- ~- 7 ec .5 10.C 9.5 LS 0.1) G .1 1 .4 34.:> 36 .• 1 e. a 
eo-<:~-~>J- s- a 77 .J 1.1 15.3 SL c. 0 C.1 1." 24.0 42.9 8.1 
IIITfPI"RETI\E CIILC 1JLATIC~S: -----------C..LALf..BfLUB.l.UJ.f..lllLll.lSllilll!I.l~------'----
~HPLE ~IJ"BE~: CH"G C EC /ClAY ESP SILl VCS CS MS FS 
E)-(~·61J-~!- 1 3.45 i l. 61 c • .r,o; ~o~.e1 c.c6 o.49 16.72 22.~6 
fO-n-t:c-c ~- 2 2.82 75.81 0.33 48.45 C.C9 ~.64 ·16. B 21.56 
O·CK·bC·C~- 3 l .95 t'l.30 O. !6 51.30 0.13 0.73 llo.H 24.11 
SO ·CK·6:J-CS • 4 1.50 17.27 c.::e ~4.!~ c.o o.ez n.o6 3J.n 
fC·IJK-6(-C ~- 5 l. 55 14.~7 0.48 23.J6 0.06 .).~9 32.72 33.33 
P-,-(K-6C-C~- b 1.t.9 E6. eo C.bh 15.45 ~.IJ6 l.zq t,.t).CB :?5.!G 
ec-r:~-b'J -cs- 1 ! • 4q ~3.q8 1.44 11.\l~ r..C6 1.1>0 37.62 ?9.95 
EO·CK·H·C ~- !! 1. 49 H.J2 1.11 c;.rn o.o6 1.65 2s.21 50.6; 
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Figure 13. Particle Size Distribution of the Paradise Terrace Pedon. 
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1.0 
County Soil Survey. The profile was described as follows: 
Location: 458 meters South and 92 meters West of the Northeast 
corner of Section 20, Township 18N, Range lE. 
Vegetation: Buffalo grass and Blue Grama 
Slope: 1% 
Elevation: 345 meters 
*Colors are for moist soil unless otherwise stated. 
A1---0 to 20 em; dark reddish brown (5 YR 3/3) loam; moderate 
medium granular structure; slightly hard, very friable; 
mildly alkaline; gradual smooth boundary. 
40 
B2t--20 to 46 em; red (2.5 YR 5/6) clay loam; weak coarse prismatic 
structure breaking to moderate medium subangular blocky struc-
ture; very hard, friable; neutral; clear smooth boundary. 
B3---46 to 58 em; red (2.5 YR 4/8) clay loam; weak medium subangu-
lar blocky structure; very hard, friable; ten percent 
weathered; strong brown (7.5 YR 5/8) and dark red (2.5 YR 3/6) 
sandstone fragments less than 76 mm across; neutral; abrupt 
smooth boundary. 
Cr---58+ em; red (2.5 YR 5/6) Permian sandstone. 
The results are shown in Table IX and Figure 14. 
The Upland site showed a consistent increase in the clay content. 
Silt decreases and then increases, but the fluctuation is within 15%. 
The sand size particle commands the highest percentage with little 
fluctuation in its quantity with depth. 
Chemical and Mineralogical Characteristics 
Chemical Characteristics 
Tables IV to IX show these results. 
Organic Matter. Organic matter distribution was found to be gener-
ally higher in the surface horizons (Figures 15 to 20). An exception is 
TABLE IX 
PHYSICAL AND CHEMICAL ANALYSES OF UPLAND PEDON 
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Figure 14. Particle Size Distribution of the Upland Pedon. 
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the Summit View Terrace soil which had a slightly higher OM content in 
the upper part of the subsurface horizons. This may be attributed to 
the translocation of some organic matter with the fine clay fraction. 
The Lawrie Terrace soil was found to have slightly less than 1% 
organic matter in the surface horizon. However, the average OM content 
in the surface horizons when mixed will not qualify it for a mollie 
epipedon. 
With this general pattern of organic matter distribution, these 
soils conform with normal prairie soils (28, 42, 48). 
pH and Base Saturation. The floodplain soil showed a pH variation 
of less than 1 unit for the whole profile. The soils are moderately to 
strongly alkaline. Base ~aturation is high for the whole profile rang-
ing between 90% and 100%~ Both pH and base saturation increase steadily 
with depth. 
The Lawrie Terrace soil ranged from slightly acid to moderately 
alkaline in reaction. This shows a slightly higher leaching than in 
floodplain soils. There was a corresponding fluctuation in the percent 
base saturation. 
The Perkins Terrace soil was slightly acid to neutral and there was 
little variation in the percent base saturation. Both pH and base satu-
ration increased with depth. 
The pH values in the Summit View Terrace soil showed it was slightly 
acid. There was a slight increase in acidity in the lower argillic 
horizon. The percent base saturation still showed a steady increase 
with depth. 
Paradise Terrace soils were medium acid on the surface to slightly 
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acid in the lower horizons of the soils and percent base saturation 
increased with depth. 
The Upland sample showed increasing acidity with depth but an 
increasing percent base saturation with depth. 
Exchangeable Cations. Calcium was found to be the most dominant 
extractable base increasing with depth in all soils. Magnesium, the 
next dominant base showed a similar pattern. The depths to which they 
reached a maximum depict to what extent these soils have been leached. 
The calcium-magnesium ratios were very variable and did not show uniform 
leaching in these soils. 
The hydrogen ion was the main source of acidity in these soils. 
Aluminum was found to be significantly absent from the exchange sites. 
Cation Exchange Capacity. Soil pedons generally showed a high CEC 
., 
where organic matter and clay were high (9). The whole study shows a 
correlation between cation exchange capacity with clay and organic mat-
ter distribution. 
Clay Mineralogy 
Clay minerals can be identified using several methods (18). The 
X-ray diffraction method was used in this study. 
Diffraction patterns were interpreted by the measurement of diffrac-
tion intensity at characteristic angles, determining the inter-ionic 
spacing, and relating these to standard diffraction patterns. The dif-
fraction intensity usually varies with different crystal sizes within 
the mineral fraction (26). 
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The X-ray diffraction patterns are shown in Figures 21 to 26 and 
the interpretations in Table X. Results indicate that in the floodplain 
soil (Figure 21) there were distinct peaks for illite at 10 ~ and 5 ft, 
respectively. Kaolinite was conspicuously shown at 7 ft and 3. 5 ~. 
respectively, suggested by the collapse of these peaks when the potas-
sium saturated sample wa~ heated. In all the ,horizons, the course 
fractions showed interstratified montmorillonite-vermicullite clay 
minerals. Montmorillonite was identified in the fine clay fraction of 
the C horizon and none detected in the A and AC horizons. 
The clay mineral distribution in the coarse and fine fractions of 
all four terrace levels were practically the same except for the Paradise 
terrace where there were no clear indications of montmorillonite in the 
fine clay fractions. 
The Upland sample has a clear intense peak at 7.2 ~and 3.5 ~in 
the coarse clay fraction,,which all disappeared due to 550°C heating. 
This suggested the presepce of orderly crystalline kaolinite in the 
coarse clay fraction in all three horizons. The fine clay fractions did 
not show sharp reflections for kaolinite. Montmorillonite-vermicullite 
interstratification in both clay fractions are evident in the B2t and 
the B3t, but not visible in the Al horizon. 
Sand mineralogy by Henley (23) in the very fine sand fraction of 
the terrace levels showed that quartz increased and feldspars decreased 
with distance from the Cimarron River, thus depicting more weathering in 
the soils of the older terraces (see Tables XII through XIV in Appendix). 
The 4.05 R peak in all samples is likely an indication of potassium 
feldspars which was foun~ to be one of the main constituents of the light 
mineral suite (23). 
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Figure 21. X-ray Diffractograms of the Floodplain Sample Showing Patterns for Coarse and Fine Clay 
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Figure 26. X-ray Diffractograms of the Upland Sample Showing Patterns for Coarse and Fine Clay 





CLAY MINERALOGY OF THE SOILS OF THE CIMARRON RIVER 
TERRACE AS DETERMINED BY X-RAY DIFFRACTION 
Coarse Clay Fine Clay 
Sample Site Horizon (2-0.2 u) ( <0. 2 u) 
Floodplain Ap M-V, I' K, Q* I' Q 
AC M-V, I' K, Q I, Q 
C4 M-V, I, K, Q I' Q, M-V, I-M 
Lawrie Terrace Ap I, K, Q I, K, Q 
B22 M-V, I, K, Q M-V, I, K, Q 
c M, I, K, Q M, I, Q 
Perkins Terrace Al I, K, Q I, K, Q 
B22t M-V, I' K, Q M-V, I' Q 
c M-V, I' K, Q I, Q 
Summit View Terrace Ap I, K, Q I, Q 
B23t M-V, K, Q M-V, I, K' Q 
c M-V, I, K, Q I-M, Q 
Paradise Terrace Ap I, K, Q I' Q 
B22t M-V, I' K' Q I, Q 
c I, K, Q I, Q 
Upland Al I, K, Q I, K, Q 
B2t M-V, I' K, Q M-V, I, K, Q 
B3t M-V, K, I' Q M-V, K, I' Q 
*M = Montmorillonite 
v Vermiculite 




SOIL GENESIS AND CLASSIFICATION 
Formation of Soil Material 
The combination and balance of many individual physical, chemical, 
and biological processes on a soil material are processes of soil devel-
opment (1). Changes in the soil or of the environment change the rates 
of these processes relative to one another, and with time, the course 
of soil development is expected to shift to produce new sets of proper-
ties (10). 
Horizon differentiation is attributed to the processes of additions, 
removals, transfers and transformations within the soil system (7, 41). 
The balance within the combination of these changes are responsible for 
the nature of the profile. 
The Floodplain Pedon 
Assumption is made in this soil genesis that the soil-forming fac-
tors were working on a geomorphologically stable topography and that 
there has been no additions or losses to the initial parent material. 
The first stage (Model 1, Figure 27) is the minimal stage of soil 
development. This begins with stratified layers of alluvium composed 
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Figure 27. Proposed Hypothesis Illustrating Morphology Changes and 
Process Rates for Floodplain Soils (Model 1) and Lawrie 
Terrace Soils (Model 2). 
66 
losses, but very weak chemical and physical weathering are sufficient 
enough to support prairie vegetation. An ochric epipedon was thus devel-
oped. 
The second stage of soil development depicts that the addition of 
organic matter from grass vegetation does not exceed loss and the ochric 
epipedon developed is thus maintained. The low leaching is as a result 
of the slight weathering. The pedon has a high pH and high base satura-
tion. The particle size shows some weathering on the surface. Not much 
clay illuviation was traced. The morphology of this soil does not ex-
press strong soil development. 
The Lawrie Terrace Pedon 
Soil development in the first stage (Figure 27, Model 2) begins 
with a loamy alluvial material. Accumulation of organic matter is ini-
tiated and enhanced by the prairie vegetation. Leaching and weathering 
are minimal but the continuous removal of bases gives rise to a cambic 
horizon. 
The second stage shows the effect of continuous weathering and base 
removal. Thick cambic and mollie horizons are formed as results of very 
neglible translocation of clays and the continuous accumulation of organ-
ic matter, respectively. 
The Perkins, Summit View, and Paradise Terrace 
Pedons 
Soils (Figure 28, Models 1 and 2 and Figure 29, Model 1) have their 
initial stages as in the Lawrie, but their medial stages are in a more 
advanced stage than the present state of the Lawrie soil. The bases are 
67 
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Figure 28. Proposed Hypothesis Illustrating Morphology Changes and 
Process Rates for Perkins Terrace Soils (Model 1) and 
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Figure 29. Proposed Hypothesis Illustrating Morphology Changes and 
Process Rates for Paradise Terrace Soils (Model 1) and 
Upland Soils (Model 2). 
69 
further removed by the leaching process leaving the soils neutral to 
slightly acid. The rate of weathering is thus increased and inherited 
fine clays are moved downward along pores, cracks, and root channels to 
lower depths. The medial. stage gives rise to minimal argillic horizons. 
The maximal stage of soil development comes by further loss of 
bases and decrease in the pH of the surface layers. The argillic hori-
zon is developed by continued eluviation of clay from the surface layers 
and with time it is further expressed. These expressions are noticed in 
the morphology of these pedons. The older terraces have thicker clay 
bulge than the younger ones (Figures 11 through 13). 
The Upland Pedon 
These soils are derived principally from interbedded shales and 
sandstone. The initial stage of this soil's development is like that 
for the preceding terraces. This surface is drained by the Wildhorse 
Creek and is considered old and stable. 
The medial stage does not show the significant formation of a earn-
hie horizon. Organic matter addition is slow. Leaching and weathering 
are slow. 
The maximal stage is characterized by a slightly eroded surface. 
The vegetation is not strictly grass. The continual addition of organic 
matter, slow leaching and further weathering leave us with a moderately 
thick solum. 
The dark-colored epipedon and a high enough percent base saturation 
qualifies the epipedon for mollie. 
70 
Soil Classification 
The soils in this study were classified according to the Seventh 
Approximation as outlined in Soil Taxonomy (45). The results are given 
in Table XI. 
The organic matter content in the surface horizon of the Lawrie 
Terrace soil was less than 1% and the underlying horizons also less than 
1%. This may be attributed to cultivation. The average organic matter 
content in the epipedon was insufficient to qualify the epipedon for 
mollie. 
The classification of soils only on the Perkins Terrace level fall 
in line with that of soils with which they have been associated in the 









A CLASSIFICATION ACCORDING TO THE SEVENTH APPROXIMATION 
Order Suborder Great Group Subgroup Family Classification 
Entisol Flu vent Ustifluvent Typic Ustifluvent Coarse-loamy, mixed, thermic 
Inceptisol Ochrept Ustochrept Udic Ustochrept Coarse-loamy, mixed, thermic 
Mollisol Us toll Argiustoll Udic Argiustoll Fine-loamy, mixed, thermic 
Mollisol Us toll Argiustoll Udic Argiustoll Fine-loamy, mixed, thermic 
Mollisol Us toll Argiustoll Udic Argiustoll Fine-loamy, mixed, thermic 
Mollisol Us toll Argiustoll Udic Argiustoll Fine-loamy, siliceous, thermic 
" ..-
CHAPTER VI 
SUMMARY AND CONCLUSIONS 
The study was aimed at determining the properties of the Cimarron 
River terrace soil, obtaining data which reflect the effects of soil-
forming factors on the parent materials from which these soils evolved 
and thereby providing a basis for their classification. 
Studies show that soils on older terraces have a greater degree of 
horizonation than soils on younger terraces. Lithological discontinui-
ties occur due to different sediments and these are reflected in their 
morphology. Results of the particle size distribution indicate that the 
older soils have a higher clay content than the younger soils and the 
clay distribution clearly depicts a downward clay translocation in the 
profiles. 
Chemical studies spow that acidity is due to hydrogen ions with 
essentially no aluminum effects. Calcium and magnesium are the most 
dominant exchangeable bases. There is a correlation between pH values 
and calcium in all soil sample sites, except the Upland. This is attri-
buted to the interbedded layers of different materials (sandstones and 
shales). 
Clay mineralogical studies show that the clay minerals; montmoril-
lonite, kaolinite, illite, and quartz are present. Montmorillonite and 
vermiculite are usually found together in interstratified layers. 
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MINERALOGICAL COMPOSITION OF THE VERY FINE SAND 
FRACTION OF THE MINERALOGY CONTROL SECTION 
Sample Site Horizon Minerals Percent 
FLOOil PLAIN AC Quartz 81 










LAWRIE TERRACE B21 Quartz 76 
K Feldspar 20 
Opaque 2 




Tou rma ll ne Trace 
Muscovl te Trace 
Garnet* Trace 
PERKINS TERRACE B2lt Quartz 83 






llo .-nblende* Trace 
Zircon* Trace 
Chlorite Trace 
SUMMIT VIEW TERRACE B2lt Quartz 82 




Plagioclase Feldspar Trace 
Tounnallne * Trace 
Plant Opal Trace 
Epidote* Trace 
PARADISE TERRACE B21t Quartz 86 
K Feldspar 12 




Zircon * Trace 
Plagioclase fe ld51'a r Trace 
UPLANO 112t Qu.•rtz 97 
K ~·cldspar 2 




*non-opaque heavy minerals 
TABLE XIII 
PERCENTAGE OF QUARTZ AND FELDSPAR AND RATIO OF QUARTZ/ 
FELDSPAR IN THE VERY FINE SAND FRACTION 
Sample Site Horizon Quartz Feldspar Quartz/Feldspar Ratio 
. 'Yo 'Yo 
FLOODPLAIN AC 81 l3 6.2 
C3 80 13 6.15 
LAWRIE TERRACE B2l 76 20 3.8 
c 78 20 3.9 
PERKINS TERRACE B2lt 83 16 5.18 
c 85 15 5.6 
SUMMIT VIEW 
TERRACE B21t 82 16 5.12 
c 85 15 5.6 
PARADISE 
TERRACE B21t 86 12 7.16 
C2 87 12 7.25 
UPLAND B2t 97 2 48.5 




NONOPAQUE HEAVY MINERALS IN THE VERY FINE SAND FRACTION 
Sample Site Horizon Heavy Minerals Percent 
FLOODPLAIN AC Epidote Trace 
Hornblende Trace 
Tourmaline Trace 










SUNMIT VIEW TERRACE B2lt Zircon l 
Tourmaline Trace 
Epidote Trace 




UPLAND B2t Horneblende Trace 
Zircon Trace 00 
0 





Pond Creek Mollisol 
Stoneburg Mollisol 
TABLE XV 
CLASSIFICATION OF SOILS ASSOCIATED WITH SAMPLED PEDONS 
Suborder Great Group Subgroup Family 
Fluvent Ustifluvent Typic Ustifluvent Sandy, mixed, thermic 
Ustoll Haplustoll Pachic Haplustoll Coarse-silty, mixed, thermic 
Us toll Argiustoll Udic Argiustoll Fine-loamy, mixed, thermic 
Us toll Argiustoll Udic Argiustoll Fine-silty, mixed, thermic 
Ustoll Argiustoll Pachic Argiustoll Fine-'silty, mixed, thermic 
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